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Abstract-This paper discusses the lot size-reorder point inventory problem with fuzzy de- 
mands. Different from the existing studies, the shortages are backordered with shortage cost incurred. 
The a cut of the fuzzy demand is used to construct the fuzzy total inventory cost for each inventory 
policy (Q,T), where Q is the quantity to be ordered and r is the reorder point. Yager’s ranking 
method for fuzzy numbers is utilized to find the best inventory policy in terms of the fuzzy total cost. 
Five pairs of simultaneous nonlinear equations for the optimal Q’ and T* are derived for 1‘ in five 
different ranges of the fuzzy demand. When the demand is a trapezoidal fuzzy number, each pair of 
the simultaneous equations reduces to a set of closed-form equations. They are proved to be able to 
produce the optimal solution. Apparently, the methodology developed in this paper can be applied 
to other types of inventory problems to find the best inventory policy. @ 2002 Elsevier Science I.t,d. 
All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Inventories represent an important asset to a business operation. The proper controi of theil 
levels usually brings significant savings in costs. The development of inventory theory has evolved 
through several stages since its beginning in the 1920s [1,2]. At first, it had very simple models 
that used only a few parameters to describe the nature of deterministic demands. Later, these 
models were embellished to include more details, and probabilistic models were developed in 
the 1950s to capture the effects of stochastic demands. However, in the real world applications. 
there are cases that the prdbability distribution of the demand is not obtainable due t,o lack of 
historical data. The introduction of a new product is a typical example. What a decision make1 
faces in this case is a fuzzy environment (31. Under this circumstance, the demands are more 
suitably described by linguistic terms such as approximately equal to certain amount subjectively 
estimated by the expert, and the fuzzy set theory [4] provides a possible solution approach. 
In the 199Os, several scholars began to develop models for the inventory problems under fuzzy 
environment. The problems they dealt with were uncertain parameters, such as the market 
price, shortage cost, and warehouse capacity. For example, Park [5] and Ishii and Iionno [c;] 
discussed the case of fuzzy cost coefficients. Roy and Maiti [7] d eveloped a fuzzy economic ordcl 
quantity (EOQ) model with a constraint of fuzzy storage capacity. Chang and Yao [Y] solved 
the economic reorder point with fuzzy backorders. There were some articles addressing fuzzy 
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demands. Lee and Yao [Y] and Chang [lo] investigated the economic production quantity model 
and Lee and Yao [ll] and Yao and Lee [12,13] studied the EOQ model with fuzzy demands. A 
common characteristic of these studies is that shortages are backordered without extra costs. 
Moreover, the solutions such as the quantities to be ordered are fuzzy numbers rather than crisp 
values, which may cause difficulty for the decision maker to follow. Recall that in probabilistic 
models, although the demands are stochastic, the ordering quantity solved from the model is still 
a constant instead of a random number. 
The nature of the inventory problem consists of repeatedly placing and receiving orders of 
given sizes at set intervals. From this standpoint, an inventory policy answers questions of “How 
much to order?” and “When to order?” In this paper, we discuss the inventory problem with 
fuzzy demands where backorders are permitted, yet a shortage cost is incurred. The decision 
variables are the ordering quantity Q, i.e., how much to order, and the reorder point r, i.e., when 
to order. Since the demand is fuzzy, the cost associated with each inventory policy (Q, T) is fuzzy 
as weI1. The approach of this paper is to find the (Q, r) with the minimum cost determined from 
a ranking method for fuzzy numbers. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the total inventory cost of the lot size- 
reorder point inventory problem is constructed from the Q cut of the demand. Then a ranking 
method for fuzzy numbers is applied to derive the optimal ordering quantity and reorder point. 
Finally, an inventory problem with trapezoidal fuzzy demand is discussed to illustrate the solution 
method developed in this paper. 
TOTAL INVENTORY COST 
Suppose the demand of a commodity is uncertain. Its rate ;\ is a fuzzy number described by 
the following general membership function: 
where L(X) and R(X) are the left-shape and right-shape functions, respectively. Let Q and T 
denote the quantity to be ordered and the reorder point, respectively. The lead time for the 
placed order to arrive is a constant k. The costs considered are the ordering cost a (for each 
order), the unit cost c (for each item), the holding cost h (per unit time for each item), and the 
shortage cost p (per unit time for each item). For a specific demand rate X, there are two cases 
to consider in calculating the total cost. One is T 2 kX and the other is T < M. Since the lead 
time demand is ICX, no storage will occur if the reorder point T is greater than ICX. Referring to 
Figure la, the holding cost in one cycle is 0.5h[(Q + r - kX) + (r - kX)](Q/X). In one year, there 
are X/Q cycles. Therefore, the total cost per year is 
C+(Q+$+cA+h(;+r-kA). 
On the other hand, if the reorder point T is smaller than kX, then the inventory level reaches zero 
before the placement arrives. Referring to Figure lb, the holding cost is 0.5h(Q + r - kX,(Q + 
T - kX)/X and the shortage cost is 0.5p(lcX - r)(kX - r)/X. In one year, the total cost is 
C-(Q,r)=$+cX+&(Q+r-kXZ)+$(kA-rj2. 
To summarize, the annual total cost for a specific demand rate X is 
CiQ,rIX)= 
C+(Q,r), r 2 kX, 
C- (Q, r), 7‘ 5 kX. 
(4) 
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Figure 1. The inventory level for different demand rate X 
In equation (l), different X has different membership grade /-LX (A). Figure 2 shows a general 
shape for /LX. Since x is fuzzy, the total cost c(Q, r) is fuzzy as well. To construct the membership 
function for c(Q, r) from the membership function of x directly is hardly possible. Another 
approach is to use the 0 cut. The (Y cut of x is 
[L-‘(a),RP1(cw)] = [minllhl(a),rnaX~yl((l)], OL:cY<l. (5) 
Different values of Q and T result in different c(Q, r). There are five cases for the range of r to 
discuss, namely, r/k 5 1, 1 5 r/k 5 m, m < r/k < n, n 5 r/k < u, and u 5 r/k. 
1.0 
Figure 2. The membership function of i 
CASE 1. r/k 5 1. When rjk 5 1, the demand rate X is always greater than r/k since the support 
of x is [1, U] (referring to Figure 2). Consequently, shortage will definitely occur. The associated 
cost is C- defined in equation (3), and the 0 cut of e(Q,r) is 
C(a) = [C- (Q, r / X = L-‘(Q)) , C- (Q, r / X = ~-‘(a))] , OlOIl. (6) 
CASE 2. 1 5 r/k 5 m. Since the condition of X 5 r/k assures no shortage while X > r/k implies 
that shortage will occur, in this case, the total cost for X 5 r/k corresponds to Cf defined in 
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equation (2) and the total cost for X > r/k corresponds to C- defined in equation (3). Thus, 
referring to Figure 2, the cr cut of c(Q, r) is 
[C’ (q,r 1 X = L-1(a)), C- (QJ I X = IF1(a))], 
C(a) = 
0 5 ~15 L (f) , 
[c-(w-P= -‘( ) L a),C-(Q,T~X=R-~(CY))], L(i) <a<~. (7) 
CASE 3. nz 5 r/k < IL When r/k lies in the range of m and IX, the total cost for X 5 r/k 
corresponds to C+ and corresponds to C- for X > r/k, no matter what value of CY is. Therefore, 
the (_y cut of e(Q,r) is 
C(a) = [C+ (Q, r ) X = L-l(a)) , C- (Q,r I A = R-‘(Q))] , O<all. (8) 
This is manifested from Figure 2. 
CASE 4. n < r/k 5 u. This caSe is a symmetric counterpart of Case 2. In Figure 2, X is always 
smaller than r/k for pi(X) = Q > R(r/k). H owever, for pi(X) = (Y < R(r/k), X could be greater 
than or smaller than r/k. Therefore, we have 
C(a) = 
[C+(Q,rlX=L-'(ct)),C-(Q,r)X=R-'(cr))], 0505R(k), 
[C’ (Q, r I X = L-l(u)) , C+ (Q, r / X = I?-‘(a))] , R (i) 5 Q 5 1. (‘) 
CASE 5. u 5 r/k. This case is a symmetric counterpart of Case 1. When u 5 r/k, the demand 
rate X is always smaller than r/k, which implies that shortage will never occur. The corresponding 
cost is Cf defined in equation (2), and the cr cut of c(Q, r) is 
C(a) = [C’ (Q,r I X = L-‘(a)) ,C' (Q,r I X = R-‘(a))] , O<o<l. (10) 
From the a cut of c(Q,r), the membership function of c,pe, can be constructed. Except for 
some simple cases, PC usually is too complicated to be derived analytically. Nevertheless, it can 
still be constructed numerically by enumerating different values of a. 
In the next section, we shall derive the optimal ordering quantity Q* and reorder point r* in 
terms of the fuzzy total cost. 
OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
The total cost c(Q, r) is a function of the ordering quantity Q and reorder point r. Different 
values of Q and r result in different c(Q, r). The idea of this paper is to find the minimum z’(Q, r) 
via some ranking method for fuzzy numbers. In the literature, a lot of ranking methods have 
been proposed and discussed [14-181. One popular method which lends itself to this purpose 
is Yager’s method [14]. This method has an advantage of not requiring the knowledge of the 
explicit form of the membership functions of the fuzzy numbers to be ranked. Moreover, it is 
very simple to apply. 
Yager’s method [14] is to calculate a ranking index I(@ for the convex fuzzy number c from 
its cy cut C(o) = [C,“, C,“] according to the following formula: 
C," + Cn") da. 
The optimal Q* and r* which produce the smallest ranking index 1(c) can be discussed from 
five cases as categorized in the preceding section. 








